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The New Year brings some great new 
features to the SuccessFactors Succession, 
Development and Calibration module, 
the majority of which were inspired by 
Customer Community ideas.

Succession

Lineage Chart UI

The most significant update for Succession 
is the new Lineage Chart User Interface, 
which has been implemented based on the 
Fiori design concept. Customer Community 
ideas contributed to the development of 
the new Lineage Chart User Interface, and 
customers will notice that it is very similar to 
the Succession Org Chart V12 UI. Similarly to 
the Succession Org Chart V12, all levels of 
successors can now be viewed by opening and 
expanding the node. Another key new feature 
of the Lineage Chart is the ability to download 
and print the full chart as a PDF.

Importantly, the new User Interface for the 
Lineage Chart removes any dependency 
to Adobe Flash Player; the former Lineage 
Chart was the final Succession screen to use 
Flash Player, and with maintenance to Adobe 
scheduled to stop in 2020, all SuccessFactors 
products are moving away from this 
technology.

Succession, Development and 
Calibration

- Stephanie Perks



The new Lineage Chart will be pushed to all 
customers who have the Lineage Chart active. 
In an emergency, the new Lineage Chart can 
be disabled via Provisioning, however, this is 
not recommended by SAP.

Presentations

Customer feedback has been gathered by 
SAP, and the Presentations functionality 
has a great roadmap ahead for future 
development. This release sees some of the 
smaller enhancements that customers have 
requested, such as the new permission to copy 
an existing presentation, or edit an existing 
presentation. Only those with the permission to 
‘Manage Presentation’ will be able to perform 
an edit or a copy of an existing presentation, 
and edit permissions will be applied to 
the entire presentation, and cannot be 
segregated to certain slides. This will greatly 
benefit customers as they can now share 
presentations internally, reducing the need for 
recreation and duplication.
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Calibration

Continuing with the investment in customer 
community ideas, Calibration is no exception.

Mass Activation

Requested by several different customers, this 
quarter brings the ability for mass activation of 
calibration sessions. This resolves the former 
limitation of having to open multiple calibration 
session separately, and reduces manual 
processing effort, as these sessions can now 
be handled in mass. There are five steps that 
must be followed:-

1. Upload the file for bulk session creation,

2. Validate the imported file,

3. Create multiple calibration sessions,

4. Validate multiple calibration sessions for 
activation, and

5. Activate the sessions
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Unrated Subjects

A customer community idea to improve the 
user experience is around the development 
of unrated subjects in a session. From this 
release, the panel for unrated subjects has 
greater visibility, as users were finding that 
subjects were often missed in calibration 
exercises. Conclusion

Career Development and Mentoring
This quarter brings some useful improvements 
for the Succession, Development and 
Calibration module, addressing a lot of the 
customer community ideas, and putting 
several customer ideas on the future roadmap. 
Administrators will enjoy the improvements 
to Presentations and speed increase for 
career development, and users will no doubt 
appreciate the improved Lineage Chart in 
Succession. We can look forward to the rest 
of 2019 and the further enhancements to the 
module!

visibility, but also reduces the system run-time. 
Administrators also benefit from improved 
system performance, as their Mentor Admin 
tab has been limited to display a list of 
maximum 200 users, with a maximum of 20 
users at a time on the search interface.

The Mentoring tool needed improving for when 
there are thousands of users, and this quarter 
delivers speed! Investment in the tool means 
the engine now runs much more quickly, 
without timeouts for large volumes of users. 
Furthermore, adjustment settings have been 
applied to improve the user experience; for 
example, the numbers of mentors shown is 
now displayed in two rows, with ‘view more’ 
allowing further mentors to be displayed up to 
a total of 100 mentors. This not only facilitates
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How Can We Help?

Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across the UK, Northern Europe,
the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership position, however, goes beyond the borders and
constraints of other providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the value of
human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but are unsure of where to
   start.

• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and want a flexible support
   partner.

• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage of the quarterly
   innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.

• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support with your HCM processes.

• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your SuccessFactors system.
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